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“It’s very simple! Levi Garrison, stab yourself a hundred times!”

Ye Wudao sneered.

“Hiss!” After

hearing this, everyone gasped.

Stabbed yourself a hundred knives?

Unimaginable pain!
It hurts people to death!

This is an extremely painful torture…

“Your wife killed so many people, a hundred knives are considered light!”
Ye Wudao smiled.

After Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others heard about it, they were about to stop, but Levi Garrison agreed,
“Okay, no problem!”

“What do you guys say? A hundred dollars is enough? I think he can bear it with his physique!”

Ye Wudao Asked.

“Yes!”

“Agree!”

…

Everyone didn’t want to kill Levi Garrison all at once.

Want to torture him, see if he can stand it?

If he can’t bear it and is about to die, he can still be rescued and continue to torment.

Anyway, it was to make Levi Garrison feel the extreme pain!

All those present agreed to come down.

Levi Garrison was also determined, and no one could stop it.

“Okay, let’s start!”

someone shouted.

“Wait! The knife has to choose! This knife should be the most suitable! This is a weapon produced by
Maya Industry! It incorporates terrible elements! The

biggest feature is that one blow will not kill! But this knife will stay in your body Some substances will
slowly corrode your body! Until it festers completely!

No matter how strong you are! Even if a strong man in the gods list is stabbed by this knife, his body will
slowly be corroded! It’s just that the body festers for a longer time! “

A masked person suggested, and took out a gleaming short blade.

“Hiss!” “When it

comes to this knife, everyone at the scene chills.

Obviously they were all scared by this knife.

That’s right.

In the past, this weapon of Maya Industries has become an invincible artifact. It has

made many Powers and strong men are all trading treasures.

Many killer organizations in this era are equipped with weapons of Maya Industry.

As long as they are stabbed by such weapons and special elemental substances invade the body, it will
be over. There

is no solution yet. .

Kunlun Industry has also tried to develop antidote…

but little progress. It is

estimated that it will take a few years…

The weapon of Maya Industry is very insidious, shameless by many people, but also afraid. There is

a word circulating . ——As long as you are injured by the weapons of Maya Industry, the gods can’t save
them.

“Hahaha, good! Just use this knife! “

Ye Wudao and they all laughed.

Even if Levi Garrison survived the stabbing of a hundred knives. But

special elements invaded his body, and his body would be corroded a little bit until it ulcerated.

But he wouldn’t die directly. .

Let him slowly suffer torture, humiliation and then die.

This is completely in line with everyone’s psychology.

Therefore, everyone agrees.

The masked person threw the knife to Levi Garrison.

Looking at his eyes, Levi Garrison felt that this person was a bit familiar, but he didn’t know who it was.

Now I don’t bother to think about other things.

Kirin ( Qilin ), they are nervous.

This knife pierced into the body, which meant that Levi was over.

The gods can’t be saved!

But Levi Garrison kept all of them still and could only watch.

The only relaxed person in the field was the Fire Cloud Cthulhu.

He was doing nothing, even yawning.

“I will do what you say! But you must let my wife go as agreed!”

“Otherwise I won’t let you go!”

Levi Garrison said it was true.

If this group of people turn back, he will take action.

“Don’t worry! Tiance Mansion guarantees this matter!”

Tiance Marshal said.

As for Levi Garrison’s threat, no one was at ease.

“Let’s start!”

Hundreds of thousands of people stared at Levi Garrison.

“Well, today I will wash my wife’s sins! I stabbed a hundred knives!”

“Puff!” The

voice just fell. Levi Garrison pierced his chest with a knife! ! !one looked over.

